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Abstract: Ultra-low-voltage operation improves energy efficiency oflogic circuits by

a factor of 10×, at the expense of speed, which is acceptable for applications with

low-to-medium performance requirements such as RFID, biomedical devices and wireless

sensors. However, in65/45 nm CMOS, variability and short-channel effects significantly

harm robustness and timing closure of ultra-low-voltage circuits by reducing noise margins

and jeopardizing gate delays. The consequent guardband on the supply voltage to meet a

reasonable manufacturing yield potentially ruins energy efficiency. Moreover, high leakage

currents in these technologies degrade energy efficiency incase of long stand-by periods.

In this paper, we review recently published techniques to design robust and energy-efficient

ultra-low-voltage circuits in65/45 nm CMOS under relaxed yet strict timing constraints.

Keywords: digital CMOS circuits; ultra-low power; subthreshold logic; variability; leakage

currents; yield

1. Introduction

Low power consumption is nowadays paramount for digital integrated circuits. High-performance

chips such as multi-core processors for servers are power constrained by the die temperature limit and

by both the cooling and electricity costs [1]. Portable applications such as smart phones obviously

have an even tighter power budget for battery life concern, which drove innovation during the last

decade in advanced power management techniques [2]. Besides these mainstream designs stands another

chip category: ultra-low power circuits for applications such as RFID, biomedical devices and sensor
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networks [3]. These application have in common a minute power budget as the circuits should operate

either on tiny batteries (<1 cm3 [4]) or harvest energy from their environment [5]: from a few nW to

hundreds ofµW. Fortunately, these applications feature low-to-mediumspeed requirements with target

clock frequenciesftarget from 10 kHz to 50 MHz, depending on the application and circuit topology.

These relaxed speed constraints give room for power savingsbeyond simple frequency scaling or

duty-cycled operation. Indeed, the supply voltageVdd can be scaled down to reduce the energy required

to switch on-chip capacitances at each clock cycleEsw ∝ CLV 2

dd, as the associated delay penalty is

acceptable given the relaxed cycle timeTcycle at low-to-mediumftarget. Ultra-low-voltage operation is

the extreme case whereVdd is aggressively scaled down to 0.3–0.5 V with potential energy savings above

10× when compared to nominal-Vdd operation at 1–1.2 V.

Figure 1. Maximum clock frequencyfclk and corresponding energy per cycleEcycle at

ultra-low voltage (SPICE simulations of an 8-bit multiplier [6] in 65 and45 nm LP CMOS

technologies, at25 ◦C, nominal results).
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Ultra-low-voltage (ULV) operation was proposed in the 1970s [7,8] and put back in light for digital

circuits in 1999 at theInt. Symp. on Low-Power Electronics and Design[9]. WhenVdd is reduced to or

below the threshold voltageVt, MOSFETs start to operate in near-threshold or subthreshold regime [8,9].

As the subthresholdIon current is exponentially dependent onVdd, the gate delay dramatically increases.

As shown in Figure1, it significantly reduces the maximum clock frequency for digital circuits. The

resultingTcycle penalty also has a detrimental side effect on the total energy per cycle composed by

switching and leakages contributions:Ecycle = Esw + Eleak. Indeed, the leakage energy increases

when reaching subthreshold regime as it results from the integration of leakage power overTcycle:

Eleak = VddIleak × Tcycle. There is thus an optimum supply voltageVmin, which minimizes the energy

to anEmin level [10], as depicted in Figure1. The Vmin level is often comprised between 0.25 and

0.5 V depending on the ratio betweenEsw andEleak, which varies accordingly to circuit parameters and

technology characteristics through total leakage currentIleak, average switched capacitance per cycle

CL, gate delay and number of gates in the critical path [11]. This concept known as the minimum-energy

point has received a lot of attention in the research community during the last decade [3,12] with

numerous successful ULV chip implementations: microcontrollers for biomedical applications [13,14],
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for wireless sensor nodes [5,15] as well as dedicated ASICs for biomedical applications [16,17],

communication [18], image processing [19,20] or RFIDs [21].

Along with this ULV trend, new CMOS technology nodes have been introduced to maintain the

historical increase in on-chip device density. Unfortunately in nanometer CMOS technologies, reaching

Emin in practice raises important challenges because ULV operation magnifies the sensitivity of circuits

against MOSFET variability, short-channel effects and leakage currents [6,12]. Several design solutions

have recently been proposed to reliably operate nanometer CMOS logic circuits at ultra-low voltage

under relaxed yet strict timing constraints: gate length upsize [6], process flavor [22] and MOSFET

selection [23], circuit adaptation [22] and power gating [24]. In this paper, we provide for the first time

a unified review of:

• The pitfalls of nanometer ULV circuits limiting their minimumVdd for functional robustness and

timing closure;

• The detrimental impact of stand-by periods on energy efficiency;

• The proposed techniques to overcome these limitations.

We specifically target 65 and45 nm CMOS nodes as they share many characteristics: multiple process

flavors, std-κ oxide/poly-Si gate stack and strained-Si, which give similar behaviors at ultra-low voltage

as shown in Figure1. To illustrate the findings, we combine chip measurements in65 nm and simulation

results in45 nm. The results are based on the work carried out in this field atUCLouvainand more

specifically on papers [6,22,24,25].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section2, we recall the impact of CMOS technology scaling

on ULV circuits and set up a framework for evaluating energy-efficiency under robustness and timing

constraints. We then address the impact of these constraints on the minimum ultra-lowVdd: the speed

limit and the functional limit in Sections3 and4, respectively. Existing solutions are also presented.

Section5 finally deals with the impact of stand-by periods on energy efficiency, given these constraints

on minimumVdd.

2. Energy Efficiency of ULV Circuits in Nanometer CMOS Technologies

CMOS technology scaling driven by Moore’s law increases MOSFET density on a chip by a factor

of two every 18–24 months. This is particularly useful for increasing the functionality of CMOS circuits

without increasing die area and thereby by keeping manufacturing costs acceptable. It also boosts speed

performances at each technology generation while reducingthe energy required to perform a given

function [26]. ULV circuits for ultra-low-power applications similarly benefit from these enhancements.

Indeed,Esw is effectively reduced thanks to lower on-chip capacitancesCL while gate delay at ultra-low

voltage is improved thanks to a higher subthresholdIon current resulting from the scaledVt [12]. This

leads to boosted speed performances at the minimum-energy point.

However, CMOS technology scaling also comes with severe drawbacks when reaching nanometer

CMOS nodes: leakage currents including subthresholdIoff current and gate tunneling leakage [27],

short-channel effects [27] and variability [28]. The impact of these nanometer MOSFET effects are

magnified at ultra-low voltage [12]. A first consequence at device level is a reduction of the effective

Ion/Ioff ratio due to lowerVt values and short-channel increase of the subthreshold swing and of
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the drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect. A major consequence at circuit level is on the

minimum-energy levelEmin which stopped scaling from90 nm node and actually increases significantly

at45 nm node because of the combined effects of subthreshold swing,DIBL, gate leakage and statistical

variability [29]. Fortunately, thisEmin increase can be limited by choosing the optimum MOSFET

(medium gate length and lowVt) within a versatile yet standard CMOS technology menu with good speed

performances and negligible area penalty [23]. Moreover, fully-depleted Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI)

technology can further save 60% ofEmin [29] although this technology is not yet commercially available

for industrial circuit design.

BeyondEmin scaling trend, a key challenge for ULV circuit design in nanometer CMOS technologies

is to reliably operate at the corresponding supply voltageVmin of the minimum-energy point. Indeed,

as shown in Figure2(a), the minimumVdd for a logic circuit is given by both timing and robustness

constraints [6]. Speed must be sufficient to meet the timing constraint associated with the target

frequencyftarget of the application. The delay of the critical path has to be shorter than the cycle time

Tcycle = 1/ftarget. Moreover, even if safe timing closure is achieved, there isa functional limitVlimit on

Vdd, which is independent fromftarget. We set up a framework for evaluating energy efficiency under

timing and robustness constraints in [6], illustrated in Figure2. This framework shows that theftarget

range of ultra-low-power applications can be divided into 3regions for ULV circuits:

• R1 region whereEsw dominates and minimumVdd is speed limited,

• R2 region whereEleak dominates and minimumVdd is speed limited,

• R3 region whereEleak dominates and minimumVdd is limited by functionality.

Figure 2. Minimum Vdd and energy per cycleEcycle vs. the target frequency of the

application ftarget (SPICE simulations of an 8-bit multiplier [6] in 45 nm LP CMOS

technology, at25 ◦C, Monte-Carlo simulations addresses local variations through statistical

extraction of worst-case speed and functional limits as well as meanIleak).
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Within this framework, it is obvious thatEmin is only reached at one particular clock frequencyfmin

corresponding to aTcycle equal to the critical path delay atVmin. fmin is in R1 region asEleak accounts

for 30% ofEcycle at the minimum-energy point.Emin can thus only be reached for one particular target
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frequency. Ifftarget is higher thanfmin, switching energy is wasted becauseVdd is higher thanVmin and,

if ftarget is belowfmin, leakage energy is wasted because leakage power is integrated over a prohibitively

long Tcycle. For example,Emin of an 8-bit multiplier in a45 nm LP (Low-Power) CMOS technology

is reached atVmin = 0.38 V andfmin = 630 kHz, as shown in Figure2. Ecycle is within Emin + 10%

between200 kHz and2 MHz. Forftarget outside this range, Figure2 shows that practical energy under

robustness and timing constraints can thus significantly differ from Emin [6].

As the minimum-energy point (Vmin,fmin,Emin) varies with technology generations according to

technological characteristics [12], there is an optimum CMOS technology node for eachftarget that

minimizesEcycle under timing and robustness constraints [12,30]. However, using an older CMOS

technology is not optimum regarding die area and thus high-volume manufacturing costs. For this

reason, we focus in this paper on techniques to reliably operate ULV logic at the minimum-energy point

in 65/45 nm CMOS technologies.

Finally, let us introduce here that statistical MOSFET variations in nanometer CMOS technologies

due to random dopant fluctuations, line edge roughness, oxide thickness variations, etc. have an

important impact on energy efficiency. Indeed, these variability sources induce local within-die random

Vt variations that exponentially affect subthresholdIon and Ioff [31]. The consequences at circuit

level are [6]:

• A guardband onTcycle or on the minimumVdd for sufficient timing (parametric) yield because

worst-case delay of critical paths has to be considered given its large statistical distribution;

• Increase in functional limitVlimit voltage to ensure sufficient functional yield for large chips;

• Increase in mean leakageIleak becauseIleak is a lognormal distribution (exponentially dependent

on the normally-distributedVt) with a mean value higher than the typical one.

It has further been reported thatEsw is also statistically distributed in nanometer ULV circuits because

local gate delay distribution introduces random glitches with Esw penalties [32]. However, for the sake

of simplicity we do not consider this effect in this paper.

As shown in Figure2, statistical variability leads to energy penalties. As local variations can hardly be

compensated by circuit adaption due to their randomness from a MOSFET to another, it is important to

consider statistical variability when designing ULV circuits in nanometer CMOS technologies. In next

sections, we review the constraints on minimumVdd to ensure circuit robustness given this high local

variability in nanometer CMOS technologies.

3. Speed Limit onVdd

3.1. Timing Constraint and the Minimum-Energy Point

The first constraint on minimumVdd is a timing constraint on the critical path delay, which haveto

be lower thanTcycle given by theftarget of the application. Typicalftarget for ultra-low-power circuits

ranges from10 kHz to 50 MHz. As explained in Section2, minimum energy of ULV circuits can only

be reached at a single clock frequencyfmin. The challenge for the designers is thus to tune the circuit

to makefmin meet theftarget of the application. This can be done by changing theVt of MOSFETs

in the circuit. Indeed, reducingVt will exponentially boost speed performances at ultra-low voltage
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through an exponential increase of subthresholdIon which can be expressed from the subthreshold drain

current expression [6]:

Isub = I0 × 10
Vgs+ηDIBL Vds

S ×

(

1 − e
−Vds
Uth

)

(1)

whereI0 is a reference current proportional to the MOSFET sizeW/Lg that exponentially depends on

Vt, S is the subthreshold swing,Uth the thermal voltage andηDIBL the drain-induced barrier lowering

(DIBL) factor. The impact ofVt reduction onEleak at a given ultra-lowVdd is not significant [11].

Indeed, asIleak is often dominated by subthreshold leakage in65/45 nm CMOS, the exponentialIleak

increase from aVt reduction throughI0 parameter is compensated by the shorter critical path delayand

thusTcycle, as long as the MOSFETs remain in subthreshold regime:

Eleak = Vdd × Ileak × Tcycle

∝ Vdd × I0 10
ηDIBLVdd

S ×
LDCLVdd

I010
(1+ηDIBL)Vdd

S

∝ LD CL 10
−Vdd

S V 2

dd (2)

whereLD is the logic depth (number of gates in the critical path) and gate delay is modeled withCV/I

approximation. By changingI0 reference current throughVt tuning, the voltageVmin and energy level

Emin of the minimum-energy point are thus not modified whilefmin can be exponentially tuned to make

it corresponds to theftarget of the application.

Standard nanometer CMOS technologies feature a versatile technology menu with several

process flavors targeting different applications: General-purpose (GP) also called generic (G)

process targets high-performance applications with shortgate delay and relaxed leakage constraints

while low-power (LP) process targets portable applications with relaxed speed and tight leakage

constraints [22]. GP flavor features short gate length, lowVt and thin oxide for maximizingIon at

nominalVdd whereas LP flavor feature longer gate length and higherVt for subthreshold leakage concern

and thicker oxide for gate leakage concern. As a result, subthreshold current varies by several orders of

magnitude between GP and LP flavor throughI0 reference current. Figure3 illustrates this fact with the

measured frequency of65 nm ring oscillators in GP and LP flavors. At 0.35 V for example, GPflavor

frequency (11 MHz) is 125× higher than LP flavor frequency (88 kHz). Notice that this speed difference

is much higher than at nominal 1–1.2 VVdd because of the exponential dependence of subthreshold

current onVt at ultra-low voltage.

We thus showed in [22] that process flavor selection can effectively be used to operate at the

minimum-energy point (Vmin, Emin) for a wideftarget range. LP flavor can be used for frequencies

between10 kHz and 1 MHz, and GP flavor can be used for frequencies between 1 and50 MHz.

Moreover, nanometer CMOS technologies feature MOSFETs with two or three differentVt values within

each flavor. Finefmin tuning to meetftarget can thus further be achieved by properVt selection for the

MOSFETs. As shown in Figure3, moving from standard-Vt (SVT) to low-Vt (LVT) devices in65 nm

boosts frequency and thusfmin by factors of 5.6× and 1.75× in LP and GP flavors, respectively. The

frequency difference between SVT and LVT is lower in GP flavorbecause at 0.35 V, GP MOSFETs

operate more in the near-threshold regime (Vt ≈ 350 mV) than in subthreshold regime and theIon

dependence onVt is not fully exponential. Let us mention here that the curve of energyvs. ftarget is quite
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flat in the vicinity of the minimum-energy point, as shown in Figure2. Therefore, once a proper process

flavor andVt selection has been performed to bringfmin close toftarget, fine tuning ofVdd by a few tens

of mV can be used for meeting exactly the timing constraint with negligible energy overhead [22].

Figure 3. Measured speed for different CMOS flavors andVt’s (measurements of 251-stage

ring oscillators with FO1 inverters [25] in 65 nm LP/GP CMOS technology, at25 ◦C, mean

frequency of 20 measured dies).
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3.2. Timing Constraint and Process/Temperature Variations

As MOSFETs in ULV circuits operate in the near- or sub-threshold regime, not only theirIoff

but also theirIon current depend exponentially onVt throughI0 parameter from Equation (1). Gate

delay is thus very sensitive toVt variations [31] coming either from local random variations, global

process corners or temperature variations. The frequency distribution of a ring oscillator at 0.3 V on

20 dies in65 nm LP CMOS is plotted in Figure4 for three different operating temperatures. This

figure also compares the results with simulations at extremeSS (Slow NMOS/Slow PMOS) and FF

(Fast NMOS/Fast PMOS) process corners. At25 ◦C, the frequency at SS corner is 6.5× lower than

typical frequency, which induces a largeTcycle guardband to ensure sufficient timing (parametric) yield

regarding theftarget timing constraint. However, we showed in [25] that the main concern regarding

timing constraint in ULV circuits comes from low-temperature operation. Indeed, low-temperature

operation dramatically reduces subthresholdIon due toVt increase and subthreshold swing reduction.

The measured impact of a−40 ◦C operation on speed is a 8.5× delay increase at 0.3 V. TheTcycle

guardband to ensure safe timing closure over the standard temperature range from−40 to +85 ◦C is

thus more important than the guardband for handling global process variations. This obviously implies

energy penalties as minimumVdd for speed constraint has to be increased to handle low-temperature

operation. The simulated combined effect of SS corner and−40 ◦C operation on speed is a degradation

of gate delay by a factor of 40×. Notice that the speed of ULV circuits in GP flavor suffer less

from process/temperature variations [25]. Indeed, their near-threshold operation limits the exponential

dependence of gate delay onVt.
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Figure 4. Distribution of maximum frequency with process and temperature variations

(measurements of 251-stage ring oscillators with FO1 inverters [25] in 65 nm LP CMOS

technology with simulation results of global process corners,Lg = 60 nm).
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Although local variations have a strong impact on gate delayas mentioned in Section2, the

consequence on speed performances is smaller than the effect of global process/temperature variations.

Indeed, gate delay variability is averaged out over the highnumber of gates in critical paths [31] and

the guardband onTcycle is thus reduced. For example, simulations of the 8-bit multiplier from Section2

in 45 nm LP at 0.3 V show a 3σ worst-case delay due to local variations 2.3× higher than the typical

delay. This is further mitigated by the use of an upsizedLg required to improve noise margins, as will

be explained in Section4.1.

In order to limitTcycle guardbands andEcycle penalties due to process/temperature variations, adaptive

techniques can be used. Assuming that clock frequency is fixed atftarget by the application, adaptation

can be achieved through eitherVdd scaling or body biasing. We showed in [22] that adaptive body biasing

is potentially more energy-efficient than adaptive voltagescaling as it exactly compensatesVt variations

while the circuit is constantly operated atVmin. However, adaptive body biasing raises practical

implementation issues. Indeed, the body bias voltages to compensate process/temperature variations

are quite high in65/45 nm CMOS technologies due to the vanishing body effect in short-channel

thin-oxide MOSFETs [22]. Measurement results of ring oscillators in65 nm LP CMOS at 0.3 V show

that forward body biasing by300 mV only reduces gate delay by a factor of 5×, which is not sufficient

when compared to the 8.5× delay increase due to−40 ◦C operation only. Adaptive voltage scaling is

more efficient to mitigate delay increase at low temperature. Figure5 shows the measured minimumVdd

to keep the delay constantvs. temperature. A75 mV Vdd boost is capable of fully compensating the

−40 ◦C delay increase. This comes at the expense of a 50%Esw penalty at such a low temperature.
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Figure 5. Minimum Vdd for compensating temperature-induced speed variations

(measurements of 251-stage ring oscillators with FO1 inverters [25] in 65 nm

LP CMOS technology).
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4. Functional Limits on Vdd

4.1. Noise Margin Constraint

When Vdd is reduced from 1–1.2V to ultra-low values, theIon reduction leads to lowerIon/Ioff

ratio for subthreshold MOSFETs. The impact on ULV logic is not only a speed penalty but also a

strong reduction of noise margins [33,34]. The vanishing noise margins can lead to soft errors due to

a higher sensitivity to transient noise from crosstalk [35] or radiations [36]. In 65/45 nm CMOS, local

Vt variations further degrade output logic levels of ULV circuits, which can even lead to hard “stuck-at”

faults and thus a functional failure of several manufactured chips [33,37]. When the number of gates

in a circuit increases, the probability of a hard fault increases and the minimumVdd for functionality

Vlimit increases fast. Measurement of90 nm ring oscillators in [38] show that the meanVlimit between

1 k and 1 M gates is increased from 0.2 to 0.35 V. Robust ULV operation can thus only be achieved by

takingVlimit into account, which might significantly degrade energy efficiency if Vlimit gets close to the

minimum-energy voltageVmin.

A convenient way to evaluate noise margins of ULV logic was proposed in [33] with the simulation

of a NAND gate cross-coupled with a NOR gate, similarly to SRAM static noise margin extraction.

This benchmark circuit represents an infinite chain of alternating NAND/NOR gates, which is a worst

case regarding noise margins as the NAND (resp. NOR) gate features the highestVih (resp. lowestVil)

level with the highestVol (resp. lowestVoh) due to stacking of on transistors and parallel combination

of off transistors [33]. Let us mention that precise noise margin extraction for a given circuit can be

performed according to the method from [39] but for the sake of generality, we stick to the NAND/NOR

method in this paper. Figure6(a) shows the noise margins of ULV logic in45 nm LP technology from

statistical Monte-Carlo simulation with this benchmark circuit at 0.3 and 0.4 V. The wide noise margin

distribution implies that many gates with low noise marginsexhibit a high susceptibility to transient
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noise. The probability of gates with a negative noise marginis even not null, which means that hard

errors might be encountered in a large ULV chip with many gates. At 0.4 V, noise margins are higher,

which decreases the susceptibility to transient noise and the probability of hard errors but might also

degrade energy efficiency.

Figure 6. Noise margin distribution of ULV logic (SPICE simulations of NAND2/NOR2

gates [33] in 45 nm LP CMOS technology, at25 ◦C, 1 k Monte-Carlo runs).
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In order to reliably operate atVmin, several techniques have been proposed to increase noise margins

and thereby improveVlimit. In [33], the authors propose to upsize the transistor width of critical gates to

improve their resilience to localVt variations and thereby limit their worst-case noise margins. However,

this comes at the cost of energy penalties due to highCL and Ileak in the circuit [6]. A widespread

technique for robust ULV operation consists in the restriction of logic gates from the standard-cell

library [20]. Indeed, gates with large transistors stacks or a large number of parallel branches such as

NAND/NOR gates with 4 inputs feature worse noise margins. Eliminating these cells for ULV operation

is thus very efficient to improve circuit robustness at the cost of slight area overhead. Another solution

was proposed in [40,41]: Vt balancing also called adaptiveβ ratio. This technique can be used to

match the subthreshold current between NMOS and PMOS devices in case of “crossed” process corners

with slow NMOS/fast PMOS or the opposite. Implemented with an adaptive body biasing scheme, this

technique can only address global process variations as thearea overhead for compensating statistical

local variations would be unacceptable. Therefore, this technique significantly improves nominal noise

margins but is not capable of mitigating local noise margin variations.

We showed in [6,12] that both the degradation of the subthreshold swing and theincrease of DIBL

factor due to short-channel effects in nanometer CMOS technologies threatens ULV circuit robustness

by further degrading output logic levels and thereby increasing Vlimit. Therefore, upsizing the gate

lengthLg of MOSFETs in ULV logic is able to significantly improve noisemargins [6,12]. As shown

in Figure 6(b), an upsize of the drawnLg by 20 nm in 45 nm LP CMOS tightens noise margins

distributions. The impact on functional die yield is computed for 0.3 V logic circuits with a varying

number of gatesNgates from 1 k to 1000 M. We constrained the minimum noise margins to20 mV for

robustness against transient noise and extrapolated die yield with a simple model:

ηdie = η
Ngates/2

gate (3)
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with ηgate the functional yield with a 20 mV noise margin constraint forthe NAND2/NOR2 benchmark

circuit (2 gates). Notice that this is quite a pessimistic assumption as it considers a logic circuit with only

alternating NAND2/NOR2 gates. The resulting die yield is plotted for both 40 and60 nm drawnLg in

Figure7. It shows that the maximum number of logic gates in a circuit for 95% die yield is increased

from 15 k at the minimumLg to 4 M logic gates at the upsizedLg. This technique is thus very efficient to

improveVlimit for robust ULV operation. Moreover, it does not bring energypenalty as theCL increase

due to an upsizedLg is significantly compensated byEleak reduction thanks to reduced subthreshold

swing, DIBL and variability [23,29].

Figure 7. Functional yield at 0.3 V with a 20 mV constraint on minimum noise margin

(SPICE simulations of NAND2/NOR2 gates in45 nm LP CMOS technology, at25 ◦C, 50 k

Monte-Carlo runs with 95% confidence interval plotted).
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4.2. Hold Time Constraint

As ULV logic features a magnified sensitivity against localVt variations, the statistical distribution

of gate delay is quite large. It not only limits speed due toTcycle guardband reported in Section2 but

also threatens functionality of ULV circuits due to potential hold time failures [37]. Indeed, local delay

variations in the clock tree of ULV circuits might lead to large clock skew values between two branches

of the clock tree and short logic paths might thus exhibit timing violations of hold constraint [42]. This

is a critical point as hold time violations cannot be fixed by relaxing the clock frequency and generate a

fault each time the path is triggered. Hold time failures thus sets another limit on the minimumVdd for

functionalityVlimit.

We further showed in [25] that low-temperature operation magnifies the sensitivityof ULV gate

delay toVt variations because of the steeper subthreshold swing. Low temperature thus increases the

probability of hold time violations due to this variability-induced clock skew. As this raisesVlimit with

potential energy penalties, low temperature has to be carefully addressed when checking the timing

closure of hold constraints in ULV logic.
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Although this problem can be addressed by upsizing the widthor length of MOSFETs within the

clock tree, it comes withEsw penalty fromCL increase because the clock tree has a high activity factor.

Another technique was recently proposed in [42]. The idea comes from the fact that RC interconnect

delays are less important than gate delays at ultra-low voltage [43]. Therefore, the distributed buffering of

a standard H-type clock tree at each level in the tree can be replaced by a single yet stronger bufferization

stage at the clock root without incurring delay penalties within the clock tree. In this case, all leaf

flip-flops in the tree share a common buffer stage, which can becomposed of several series-connected

buffers, and delay variations in this buffer thus do not introduce clock skew. This significantly reduces

the probability of hold time failures. For circuits with more than a few kgates, a single bufferization stage

might not be practical due to the prohibitively large dimension of buffers. In this case, the approach can

be extended to a clock tree with a reduced depth of 2–4 buffer stages.

To validate this technique, we measuredVlimit of two versions of a small logic circuit presented

in [21]: one version with a standard distributed clock tree bufferization and a second with a single

bufferization stage at the clock root: two large series-connected buffers. TheVlimit histograms are plotted

in Figure8. The use of a single bufferization stage allows safe operation down to 0.23 V, whereas several

dies of the circuit with standard distributed bufferization fail below 0.5 V. Let us recall here that ULV

circuits in GP process flavor exhibit less delay variations as MOSFETs operate in near-threshold regime.

They are thus less sensitive to variability-induced hold time violations.

Figure 8. Vlimit distribution for two versions of a small logic circuit (measurements of an

8-bit AES coprocessor with 3500 gates [21] in 65 nm LP CMOS technology, at25 ◦C. Hold

time violations due to clock tree variability prevent from reliably operating below 0.5 V. The

use of a clock tree with a single bufferization stage significantly improvesVlimit thanks to

mitigation of hold time violations.
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5. Energy Efficiency and Stand-By Periods

Many ultra-low-power applications such as data logging in environmental [44] or biomedical [5]

domains typically operate on a duty-cycled basis with long stand-by. Power consumed in stand-by mode
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degrades energy efficiency by adding an overhead to the effective energy per active cycleEcycle [45].

When assuming ideal clock gating for eliminating switchingpower during stand-by periods, the effective

Ecycle can be expressed as [45]:

Ecycle = Eact + Estb

= Eact + PleakTcycle ×
1 − αduty

αduty

(4)

whereαduty is the duty cyclei.e., the percentage of time that the circuit spends in active mode. As

illustrated in Figure9, an αduty of 0.1% increases the effectiveEcycle by a factor of 220× at the

minimum-energy point.

Figure 9. Impact of stand-by periods on effective energy per cycleEcycle (SPICE simulations

of an 8-bit multiplier [6] 45 nm LP CMOS technology, at25 ◦C.
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To mitigate theEcycle overhead,Pleak can be reduced either with an active-mode reduction technique

or with a sleep-mode reduction technique [6]. Active-mode leakage reduction techniques relies on

a Vt increase either globally in the whole circuit or selectively in gates from non-critical paths. At

ultra-low voltage, a globalVt increase induces an exponential delay increase that requires a subsequent

Vdd increase to maintain speed. If theVt was already properly selected for makingfmin meet theftarget

of the application as proposed in Section3, a globalVt assignment will make the minimumVdd for speed

deviate fromVmin and in turn increaseEcycle [6]. Moreover, a selectiveVt increase in non-critical paths

is not efficient at ultra-low voltages because the exponential delay dependence onVt due to MOSFET

subthreshold operation limits the high-Vt assignment to a few logic gates in very short paths [22]. Besides

Vt increase, serial operation was proposed in [46] to limit the number of gates and thereby reducePleak.

This is an efficient technique which comes at the cost of more complex architectural design. In any

case, active-mode leakage reduction techniques can only cut Pleak by a factor of 3–10× [6], which is not

sufficient withαduty values below 5%.
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Figure 10. Degradation of noise margins with sleep transistor sizing (SPICE simulations

of an 8-bit multiplier for the leakage reduction [6] and NAND2/NOR2 circuit for noise

margins ([33]) 45 nm LP CMOS technology, at25 ◦C, sleep transistor width is normalized

to the total width of parallel NMOS branches.
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Therefore, a sleep-mode leakage reduction technique is preferred. Amongst them, power gating relies

on the addition of a high-Vt sleep transistor to cut off the leakage path in sleep mode. The effectiveEcycle

can thus be expressed as [24]:

Ecycle = Eact + PsleepTcycle ×
1 − αduty

αduty
+

Ewake−up

Ncycles
(5)

wherePsleep is the leakage power in stand-by mode,Ewake−up the energy required to wake up from sleep

mode andNcycles the number of cycles in active mode between two stand-by periods in sleep mode.

Notice that both wake-up and sleep-mode energies are amortized overNcycles to calculate the effective

energy per active cycleEcycle. For sleep-mode energy, this is done through the(1 − αduty)/αduty term,

which also corresponds to the ratio between cycles in sleep and active modes. Wake-up energy can

usually be neglected whenNcycles is high (e.g., above 80 cycles in [24]). As in nominal-Vdd operation, the

sleep transistor introduces a series resistance on the supply rails, which degrades ULV logic delay [45].

Sizing the sleep transistor thus results from a trade-off between largePsleep reduction for narrow sleep

transistors and small delay overhead for wide sleep transistors. Indeed, the delay overhead need a

subsequentVdd increase to meet the speed constraint with a subsequentEcycle penalty [45]. Moreover,

we showed in [24] that the series resistance of the sleep transistor also reduces noise margins of ULV

logic. The consequence onVlimit for functional robustness is even worse than on minimumVdd for

speed. Figure10 shows the impact of the sleep transistor sizing onPleak reduction and the noise margin

degradation at 0.35 V. APleak reduction by a factor of 100× reduces the noise margins by more than

50%, which makes ULV logic prone to functional failures. Theimpact of the sleep transistor on noise

margin should thus carefully be addressed when designing a power-gated ULV circuit.

In order to limit this noise margin degradation, we showed in[24] that standard-Vt (SVT) MOSFETs

with an upsized gate length should be preferred as they usually shows better subthreshold characteristics

than high-Vt MOSFETs in65/45 nm LP CMOS. As shown in Figure10, this optimum sleep transistor

in 45 nm LP CMOS degrades the noise margins by less than 20% for aPleak reduction of 100×. These
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results with optimum sleep transistor further show that power gating is much more efficient than dynamic

reverse body biasing in ULV circuits with long stand-by periods as dynamic reverse body biasing only

enable 10× Pleak reduction [6].

6. Conclusions

Ultra-low-voltage (ULV) operation between 0.3 and 0.5 V leads to minimum-energy consumption at

the expense of speed for ultra-low-power applications. However, ensuring robust and energy-efficient

ULV operation in nanometer CMOS technologies raises a number of design challenges due to high

short-channel effects, leakage currents and variability of these technologies. In this paper, we reviewed

these challenges and the potential circuit solutions, as summarized in Table1.

Table 1. Design challenges for robust and energy-efficient ULV operation under timing

constraints in65/45 nm CMOS technologies.

Challenge Circuit consequence Preferred solution

Mismatch betweenftarget andfmin Ecycle penalty Process flavor &Vt selection

Operation at−40 ◦C Delay increase—Tcycle guardband Adaptive voltage scaling

Degraded noise margins Soft and hard errors—Vlimit increase UpsizedLg & logic gate restriction

Variability-induced clock skew Hold time violations—Vlimit increase Single-stage clock bufferization

Long stand-by periods EffectiveEcycle penalty Power gating with opt. sleep transistor

First, we set up a general framework for analyzing energy efficiency under timing and robustness

constraints for the whole range of target clock frequenciesftarget in ultra-low-power applications.

We specifically took the impact localVt variations into account in this framework through statistical

circuit simulation.

We then reported that the frequency of the minimum-energy point fmin can significantly differ from

ftarget with large Ecycle energy penalties. Process flavor andVt selection in a versatile yet standard

CMOS technology menu can be used to operate at the minimum-energy point under the timing constraint

of the considered application,i.e., makefmin meet ftarget. We investigated the impact of global

process/temperature variations on the timing constraint set byftarget. Low-temperature operation was

shown to be a primary concern as it dramatically degrades delay and thereby involves large cycle time

Tcycle guardbands. Adaptive voltage scaling was shown to be able tofix this at reasonable energy penalty.

We then analyzed how the minimum supply voltage for functionality Vlimit is set by degraded noise

margins and variability-induced clock skew. The first phenomenon induces soft errors due to increased

noise sensitivity and even hard errors due to “stuck-at” faults. This can be fixed by gate length upsize

and restriction of the logic gates within the standard-celllibrary to only low fan-in gates. The second

phenomenon can lead to hold time violations and can be addressed by single-stage bufferization in the

clock tree.

We finally analyzed the impact of stand-by periods on effective Ecycle. Application with low duty

cycles need a leakage reduction technique to reduce leakagepower in stand-by mode. Power-gating

technique is preferred thanks to its high leakage power reduction capability. However, the addition of
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the sleep transistor harms noise margins and thereby increasesVlimit. This side effect can be effectively

mitigated by the choice of an optimum sleep transistor.
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